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Abstract

This research examines the fractal and fry analysis which are implemented as complementary methods to evaluate 

in dealing with low numbers of point data sets. Attempts have been made to use spatial integration of airborne 

geophysical data to turn this method into a useful tool for detecting mineral occurences.

According to the mineralization trends, results from Fry analysis using the rose diagram of the faults within the 

difference between fractal dimensions of mineralization points and those of fault systems lies in the low number 

iron deposits mapping and prospecting is in providing valuable information for a better understanding of the spatial 

ration.
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Resumen

mineralizaciones.

tanto en los puntos de mineralización, como en las líneas de fallas, pero este no es el caso de la zona de estudio. 
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valiosa para una mejor comprensión del patrón espacial de la mineralización, así como para señalar objetivos de 

para desarrollar modelos de datos espaciales aplicados a la exploración regional.

Palabras clave: 

Introduction

methods of spatial analysis that reveal spatial distribution 

patterns of mineral deposit occurrences. Two appropriate 

methods are Fractal and Fry analyses. Fry analysis can 

be used as a complementary method for Fractal analysis 

when we deal with point data sets such as mineral deposit 

occurrences.

Regional Geology 

The study area comprise 2 in Central Iran and 

Advances in the manipulation of large and diverse 

data sets have enabled experts in mineral exploration 

et al.,

mineral favorability maps at various geographical scales 

et al

distribution of mineral deposits is a concern in regional 

exploration and assessment of undiscovered resources 

Figure 1.
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which is in turn part of the Central Iranian zone that 

map is presented in Fig. 2. 

Considering magmatism and sedimentation in the study 

along with the development of evaporite facies within 

establishment of an extensional regime in this region 

that is probably genetically related to the mineralization 

important iron realated metallogenic province in Iran. It 

Malu which, considering associated magnetic anomalies, 

et al.,

deposits has long been controversial and various genetic 

et al.,

et

al.

et al.,

These types of deposits are thought to be related to 

large scale faults that aid to the development of intense 

Methodology and data sets 

to obtain a general view of the spatial pattern of mineral 

occurrences in the area.
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Figure 2. 

et al.,
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Table 1. Latitude and longitude of iron resources within the study area.

The exploration data indicate that the iron mineralization 

occurrences, mineral deposits and mines. Thus, we 

considered these data under separate categories to 

obtain a general insight into their spatial patterns. Fry 

analysis has been applied to reveal the main trends of 

No. Name X Y No. Name X Y No. Name X Y

1 IA 55.436667 31.768333 28 XVIIA 55.400000 32.216667 55 Esfordi 2 55.649444 31.782222

2 IC 55.566667 31.750000 29 XVIIB 55.468056 32.217222 56 Esfordi 3 55.676944 31.790000

3 ID 55.486667 31.691111 30 XVIIC 55.452222 32.184167 57 Poshte Sorkh 55.430556 32.330000

4 IIA 55.481944 31.637778 31 XVIIIB 55.485556 32.250833 58 Gelmandeh 55.474444 32.705000

5 IIB 55.511389 32.466667 32 XVIIIC 55.750556 32.250000 59 Sorkhou 55.156667 32.410278

6 IIC 55.544444 31.514722 33 XXA 55.601111 32.520278 60 Jahanshir 55.758333 32.791111

7 III 55.464722 31.538889 34 XXB 55.626944 32.502222 61 Chapedoni 55.223333 32.846944

8 IV 55.611111 31.932778 35 XXC 55.751389 32.502222 62 Chadormalou 55.518056 32.308333

9 IX 55.520000 31.846667 36 XXIA 55.693889 32.648611 63 Chah Jamal 55.200556 32.345278

10 VB 55.928889 31.755833 37 XXI-A 55.534444 32.602500 64 Chah Gaz 55.507778 32.077778

11 VC 55.988056 31.714722 38 XXIB 55.685000 32.696111 65 Cheshmeh Firouz 55.610000 31.875000

12 VIII 55.568056 31.768056 39 XXIC 55.708889 32.576111 66 Choghart 55.475556 31.710556

13 X 55.694722 31.879444 40 XXII-B 55.560833 32.603333 67 East Bafq 55.913056 31.852500

14 XI 55.720000 31.905278 41 XXIII-A 55.451667 32.666667 68 Khoshoumi 55.167778 32.388889

15 XIIB 55.484722 31.883611 42 XXIII-B 55.551944 32.673611 69 Douzakh Dareh 55.533333 32.383333

16 XIIIA 55.891111 31.990833 43 XXIV-A 55.031944 32.413889 70 Dig Dome Khomar 55.139444 32.251944

17 XIIIB 55.500000 32.055833 44 XXIV-B 55.061944 32.366389 71 Robat Posht Badam 55.516667 33.000000

18 XIIIC 55.533333 32.032778 45 XXIV-C 55.016944 32.433611 72 Zaj Poshte Sorkh 55.414167 32.330000

19 XIVD 55.468611 32.151389 46 XXTX 55.368333 32.335833 73 Zarigan 55.515556 32.059167

20 XIXA 55.228333 32.338056 47 XXV 55.496111 32.739167 74 Zaman Abad 55.461944 32.671667

21 XIXB 55.227500 32.306389 48 XXVI 55.623889 32.945556 75 Se Chahoun 55.701944 31.875000

22 XIXC 55.218056 32.168056 49 XXX 55.387778 32.464722 76 North Allah Abad 55.316667 32.778056

23 XIXD 55.266667 32.235556 50 XXXII 55.257500 32.685278 77 Fakhr Abad 55.020833 32.280000

24 XV 55.316944 31.950556 51 XXXIII 55.456111 33.023056 78 Moghestan 55.163611 32.011111

25 XVIA 55.284167 32.084167 52 Ashitusa 55.683889 31.717778 79 Mishdovan 55.459444 31.726667

26 XVIB 55.250000 32.117222 53 Lakeh Siah 55.701944 31.784167 80 Narigan 55.726111 31.721667

27 XVID 55.502222 32.183611 54 Esfordi 1 55.638611 31.788611 81 Neybaz 55.178611 32.509167

been horizontally translated by following the procedure 

Rose diagrams of trends among translated points were 

constructed to describe the spatial distribution pattern 

Table 2.

ID Class Number of ore occurrence Number of Translations points

A Total ore occurrence in whole 81 6480

B Ore indications in whole of 30 870

C Mineral deposits and mines in 51 2550

D Ore occurrence in north part of 34 1122

E Ore occurrence in south part of 47 2162
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Figure 3.

Figure 4. 
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ID Class Main trends

A Total ore occurrence in whole of area N-S

B Ore indications in whole of area N W NE

C Mineral deposits and mines in whole of NE-SW NE

D Ore occurrence in north part of area NE NW-SE W

E Ore occurrence in south part of area N W NE SW

, ,

,

, ,

,, ,-

mineralization have been measured separately using the 

integrated as a separate layer with airborne geophysical 

Table 3. Main trends of derivative rose diagrams from translation of mineralization points

Figure 5. 

analyzed to determine the surface and deep magnetic 

All the aforementioned data have been spatially integrated 

assessment.
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Figure 6.

Fry Analysis 

Fry analysis is a geometrical method used in directional 

studies. It employs spatial autocorrelation of points 

to assess distribution patterns of mineralization and 

on which the locations of main mineral site points are 

plotted along with the parallel reference vertical and 

horizontal lines, while the second is a transparent piece 

central point of the second sheet is placed on one mineral 

on the second sheet and this procedure is repeated for 

assemblage of all translated mineral occurrence points, 

which can be referred to as reproduced points, allow us to 

study orientations in a set of mineral occurrence points. 

Construction of rose diagrams of faults in individual 

deposits.

It can be deduced from the rose diagrams that four 

main trends are perpendicular to each other in pairs 

which correspond to the results of fry analysis. The 

mining district that has been reported in earlier surveys 

generations and have no relationship to mineralization. 

Accordingly, measuring the fractal dimension of faults 

and occurrence patterns will reveal valuable exploration 

information.
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Figure 7.

Table 4. Main trends of derivative rose diagrams from faults

Main trendsQuadrangle NameID

NE-SW ,NW-SEZamanabadA

NE-SW ,ESaghandB

N,, NWChadormalouC

SE ,S ,SWArizD

N ,W ,NW-SEEsfordiE

SEBafqF

N-S ,W-E,NE-SW,NW- SEAll SheetsG
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Figure 8. 

Fractal Analysis 

of mineral occurrences in the earth may be fractals. 

Fractal geometry has been applied to analyze the spatial 

et al.,

of deposits, and will change with scale considerably 

To determine the fault fractal dimension D, a logarithmic 

reported in table 5. 
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Number of cells filled by

faults

Number of cells filled by

occurrence points
Total number of cells

Length of square

sides
steps

1111800001

444900002

14916450003

432664225004

13851256112505

41669102456256

11908040962812.57

332481163841406.258

89568165536703.1259

Figure 9.

Table 5.
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Figure 10.

Figure 11.
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Figure 12. 

 Figure 13. Number in circle method to measure fractal dimension of points.

counting method to small numbers of points. For this 
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Circles radius(Km) Number of cells counted in circles

90 81

80 78

70 74

60 70

50 50

40 35

30 24

20 14

10 6

of counted points in each circle versus circle radius, D is 

Figure 14.

Geophysical data integration 

fry analysis, as well as the similarity between fractal 

dimension of faults and occurrence points, the sensibility 

modeling. It should be noted that in different types of 

mineralization, other genetic factors are involved in the 

undiscovered mineral deposits which are not related to 

to reduce other genetic factors and select proper cells, 

geophysical data are used to demonstrate the promising 

cells which have magnetic anomalies as well as faults but 

areas may indicate undiscovered mineralization at depth. 

magnetic intensity map for the whole area is prepared. 

measured to be 1.25 which is closer to the D of the faults 

Table 6. Results of number in circle method for faults and occurrence points.
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Figure 15.

at the pole. It means that the data can be viewed in a 

declination of zero. In this way, the interpretation of the 

data is easier. The International Geomagnetic Reference 

and 2.55, respectively. 

First vertical derivative was used to enhance the short 

magnetic sources at the expense of deeper features 

upward continuation was used to suppress the effect of 

shallow anomalies relative to the deeper sources. This 

revealed as high magnetic places near low magnetic 

magnetic anomalies are the most suitable areas for iron 

exploration.

measurement of fractal dimension for faults using the 

by faults that do not match with cells occupied by mineral 

match cells.

do not support structural factors in iron mineralization. 
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and magnetic anomalies, but no mineral occurrences. 

Considering faults, geomagnetic anomalies and 

mineralization, the cells can be considered as occupied 

by faults and geomagnetic anomalies but without 

Magnetic anomalies strengthen the possibility and even 

alone, the existence of a magnetic anomaly indicates 

Conclusion

Both fry and fractal analyses are spatial analytical 

methods that can be used to examine the spatial 

distribution of mineral deposit occurrences to support 

regional mineral exploration. In this study, we have 

methods as regional exploration tools. Fry analysis of 

counting method to the number of the data set points, 

it is supposed that the result does not seem close to 

into an advantage. The geometrical investigation of 

mineral occurrence distribution pattern can lead us to 

understand the mineralization controlling factors using 
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